Dino MAsk
T. rex

Ready to help Dana on her biggest dino experiment yet? To go undercover as a dinosaur, print out
these dinosaur masks and colour them in. After, ask an adult to help cut them out carefully and
attach a string from one end of the mask to the other. Put on your dino mask and get ready to
ROAR along with Dana!

Dino MAsk
Quetzalcoatlus

Dino MAsk
Triceratops

Dino Fossil Cookies
Let’s make some amazing dino print sugar cookies to enjoy while we watch the movie!

3 cups flour

INGREDIENTS

1 cup +2 tbsps sugar

1 cup softened butter
1/2 tsp salt

1 tsp baking powder

1 1/2 tsp vanilla extract

Omnivore’s can
eat these

1/4 cup milk
2 Eggs

Toy dinosaur (or anything you have to
make a dino print!)
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Cream butter and sugar for 5 minutes
until it becomes light in color and fluffy.

2

Combine milk, eggs, and vanilla
in a bowl.

3

Separately sift all the dry ingredients
together.

4

Alternate adding the wet and dry
ingredients to the creamed butter and
sugar about 1/3 at a time.

5

Cover and chill the dough in the fridge
for at least 1 hour.
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Dino Fossil Cookies
Let’s make some amazing dino print sugar cookies to enjoy while we watch the movie!

6

Scoop the chilled dough into evenly sized
balls (about 1 inch in diameter) spacing
them out on a baking sheet lined with
parchment paper.

7

Stomp down the dough balls with your
dino’s foot.

8

Chill the stomped cookies while the oven
preheats to 375 degrees Fahrenheit (190
degrees Celsius).
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Ask an adult for help

9

Bake for 15 minutes till the edges just start
to become golden brown.

10

Transfer the cookies to a cooling rack and
allow to cool completely.
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You’re done!

Now enjoy your cookies while you
watch the movie
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Drawing Challenge
Choose a prehistoric creature from Dino Dana The Movie to draw! Have your family try to guess
which dinosaur it is after everyone is done drawing.

Spinosaurus
Spinosaurus

Mama T.
T.rex
rex

Triceratops
Triceratops

Quetzalcoatlus
Toby
Toby

Which Dino Dana Movie
Character are you?
Answer the following questions to find out which character from Dino Dana The Movie you are!

1. What do you think about Science?		
a. Science is magic!
b. Science is about facts.
c. I just like to have fun with science with my family and friends.
d. Science is just a subject I study in school.
2. Which is your favorite prehistoric creature?
a. This changes all the time but... today it’s the T. rex and the Quetzalcoatlus!
b. Triceratops.
c. Toby!
d. Dinosaurs are for kids.
3. Time for a dino experiment! How do you feel?
a. Excited! I love learning about prehistoric creatures!
b. That sounds silly, I read about dinosaurs in books.
c. I can’t wait! But what’s a dino experiment?
d. I don’t have time to do dino experiments, I live in the real world.

Which Dino Dana Movie
Character are you?
Answer the following questions to find out which character from Dino Dana The Movie you are!

4. What would you do if your sibling got dino-napped?
a. Go after them! I can finish my dino experiment later.
b. Dinosaurs are extinct, they can’t dino-nap anyone.
c. Ahh!! I don’t know what to do!
d. I’m calling mom and dad.
5. What’s the best vacation spot?
a. Drumheller! It’s called the dinosaur capital of the world for a reason!
b. Any dinosaur museum I haven’t been to yet.
c. Anywhere with my older sibling! It’s always fun with them.
d. Anywhere I can get some peace and quiet from a younger sibling.
6. What do you never leave the house without?
a. My Dino Field Guide!
b. My parents make me take my younger sibling.
c. Nothing! I just need myself to have fun.
d. My phone.

quiz Answers
If you answered mostly:

Dana

You’re just like Dana! Dana is an adventure-seeking girl who dreams
about all things prehistoric. This paleontologist in training loves
science, knowledge, and finding ways to get her older sister Saara to
join her.

Jadiel

You like your science just like Jadiel! He is a scientist and a
dinosaur lover and he prefers facts and figures to maybes and
possibilities. Jadiel’s not the kind of kid who likes change and to his
dismay, his new living situation is bringing about a lot of it.

Mateo

You’re Mateo! Mateo loves life, laughing and his new older stepbrother
Jadiel, who he wants to be just like. In fact, that’s why Mateo started to
become interested in dinosaurs.

Saara

You’re Saara! Saara is a teenager who doesn’t have as much time for
Dana and dinosaurs as she used to. She also has a big choice to make
about her future. When Dana tells her that dino experiments can help
her make decisions, Saara doesn’t believe her. But after she gets pulled
into Dana’s biggest dino adventure yet, Saara realizes that science is
magic and so is family.

Find out which dino you are!
Visit @thedinodana on Instagram
and try our filter

